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1. 

A method is given which reduces the evaluation 
of adiabacic inertial parameters to constrained Hartree-Fock 
calculations. Quadrupole masses are computed for some light nuclei. 
As a result: of dynamical effects 1 2C is found to become oblate. 



2. 

The non l inear time dependent Hartree-Fock 

(TDHF) equation (P stands for 3p/3t) 

i ft P = IWfpl.pl , (1) 

where W(p) is the HF hamiltonian constructed with the single particle 
density matrix p(satisfying the independent particle property 
p 2 = p ) can also be written in the equivalent form 

[W(p) + inlp.pl.p] = 0 . (2) 
equation (2) looks formally like a constrained Hartree-Fock (CHF) equati 
with an unknown constraint depending upon the density p and its 
time derivative. This constraint, as are the operators p and p . is 
not invariant under time reversal. 

From now on we restrict ourselves to the adia-
batic limit L1-3J of the TDHF formalism (ATDHF), through the formu
lation given in Refs. [ 1-2] where the decomposition 

P(t) - e l x ( t> p0(t) e- i x ( t» , <3) 

was introduced, the single particle operators p Q and x being both 
hermitian and even under time reversal. The ATDHF equations are 
obtained by separating the time odd and the time even part of eq. (1) 
and expanding them in powers of the adiabaticity parameter X- These 
equations determine both the adiabatic path p (t) and the operator 
X(t). With the notation of Ref. [2], the time odd part of the ATOHF 
equation is 

i » P 0 = lw
0'Pil + [Wi.P0l - (4) 

According to Eef. ( 21 , only the particle-hole matrix elements of 
eq. (4) should be used. With this condition eq. (4) is equivalent to 
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i»P0 = ( < W 0 + "oVo"»
1 + IW..P0J - <5> 

where a = l-pQ and pi =i[X,p0l. The corresponding kinetic collec

tive energy reads 

VX = § ïr(XPc! = i \ ïr([porp0]p,) . (6) 

The Inglis cranking formula I 4) is obtained by setting Wi= 0 In 

eg. (5). 

We further assume in this letter that the path 

p Q depends only upon one collective parameter q and is given by 

static CHF calculations according to 

[W0-XQ,p0J = 0 (7) 

where XQ is a given external field. Such CHF 

calculations have been performed extensively during the last years 

[ SJ and che numerical problems implied have been carefully studied. 

Since we assume P0(q) to be given we have only 

co solve eq. (5) in order to get pi. We shall now show how to do 

this, using a convenient method suggested by eq. (2). Instead of 

inverting eq. (S) we rather consider the equation 

lW0+Wl-*(poQoo+o0Qpo)+ inq[p0- ^pi-Pg+PiI = 0 . (8) 

The timer-odd part of eq. (8) is equivalent to eq. (5) because of 

eq. (7) • The time-even part of this equation up to first order In 

q is 

tW„ - X(p0Q aQ + 0QQpo>,pol = 0 . (9) 

This is equivalent to eq. (7) defining our path PQ(g) and is 
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therefore automatically satisfied. Notice that eg. (8) is. the first 

order expansion of the following CHF equation (which is reminiscent 

of Villars formulation of AVDBF. ( 6]) 

[W<p> - A Q - q P , p ] = 0 , (9) 

where Q is the particle-hole part of Q and P the time-odd external 

field 

p = " ' ^ ' "o1 • ( 1 0 ) 

Thus solving eq. (9) reduces the ATDHP eq. (5) to a CHF problem. 

This method is quite convenient in numerical applications because 

it avoids the problems of convergence which make difficult the 

solution of eq. (4). There are in particular difficulties associated 

with the continuous spectrum of W 0- These have been overcome so 

far only in the case of monopole vibrations by solving in coordinate 

space the integro-differential set of eqs. (4) [7]. 

In the case of translations eq. (9) gives the 

correct mass as will be shown below. For rotational collective 

motion the set P0(q) is generated by rotating a solution of the 

Hartree-Fock equations. The constraint P then reduces to the 

particle-hole part of u.J and eq. (9) yields the Thouless-Valatin 

formula ( 8]. 

In the present work the Skyrme force SIII [ 9] 

has been used. For this interaction eq. (9) can be solved using 

the static CHF code of Refs. [ 5,10J provMed two modifications 

are made, i) Since time reversal symmetry is now broken additional 

densities appear in the expression for the Hartree-Fock energy [ 11J. 

However for the collective modes considered below, it is legitimate 

to assume axial and ellipssïdai symnietries- {i.e. invariance 



under the three transformations Parity x exp(iirJV) ,k=x,y,«) and it can 

be shown that the densities s, $ and the scalar part of Jpv defined 

in Ref. [ 11] vanish. As a consequence only the time-odd term 

(î .7+V.Î !/2i, where 
T T 

I T = -Cti+t*)?/* + <t,-t2)JT/4 , (lia) 

*T "5T <'-*"> «iKIsHr-r. ' ( u b > 

needs to be added to the static Hartree-Fock field. In eqs. (11) 

•t is the isospin variable, J the sum J + jf and t, and tî are 

the Skyrme force parameters [ 9) . ii) The derivative 3p /3q has to 

be evaluated. This is done by performing standard CRF calculations 

at three different values of q and by using a three-point Lagrange 

formula. This difference method requires a good convergence of p 

to yield sufficient numerical accuracy. 

Since in the adiabatic limit % is quadratic 

in ftq, the adiabatic mass H(q) is given by 

M(q) = 2 5t = i „ zTr{[JÎ° p ]p l } / 1 i q = <£> 
g2 »q o £ 

where P is defined by eq. (10). Therefore the collective mass M(q) 

appears as the polarizability corresponding to the external field P. 

This remark allows one to solve analytically the 

model case where g is a scaling variable [11,12] . The collective 

path is in this case 

p„<q> = **•*' „___ «-ige 
"o 1*' " "HF 

where p H F is the Hartree-Fock density-matrix and 6 a time-odd 

hermitian one-body operator of the form 

2iê = ?6(r).7 + $.?8(r) , 
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with 6(r) being a given real function of the space coordinate r. 

Isoscalar monopole vibrations correspond to 6 = r 2, quadrupole 

vibrations to 0 = 2z 2-x 2-y 2 and translations to 6 = n.r, n being 

a unit vector, prom eq.(iO) we find 

-q<P> = ftq f j(^).?8 <jr_) d 3r , (12) 

where j is the current density defined by eq. (11). The response 

to the external field (12) is known to be obtained by multiplying 

each orbital by exp(-imqe(r)/ti) provided that the potential energy 

is gauge invariant [13,14]. As a result we obtain 

J(r_) = -(m/h)q<r|pQ|£>?S which gives for the collective kinetic 

energy the irrotational formula 

30 =iiqi /<r|P0li? <vo)* d
3 

(13) 

For translations eq. (13) obviously gives the correct mass. For 

quadrupole vibrations the collective mass as a function of the 

quadrupole moment Q is found to be [ 12] 

M(Q) = m/(BAr2 + 4Q) , (14) 

where r is the r.m.s. radius and A the nucléon number. 

The CHF eq. (9) has been solved for the three 

nuclei 1 2 C , 1 S 0 and *°Ca. The family PQ(q) has been obtained by 

a constraint on the mass quadrupole operator Q 2 C (hereafter referred 

as Q) which generates mainly isoscalar quadrupole deformations. 

The HF orbitals have been expanded on the optimal static basis [5j 

including 9 oscillator shells, which has been found sufficient to 

reach a good convergence. For instance at Q = 0, in 1 2C, we find 

100 x M(0)/m (in fra*) = 1.094, 1.057, 1.043, 1.036 respectively 

for 5, 7, 9, 11 oscillator shells. 
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Deformation energy and adiabatic mass curves 
have been calculated as functions of Q, At certain deformations 
crossings of single particle levelsoccur, producing discontinuities 
in these curves unless one keeps the configuration unchanged. In 
oider to get continuous and yet significant curves we have restricted 
ourselves in the case of "C to the deformation region around Q = 0 
where no crossings occur. The deformation energy curves of 1 SC and 
l so are presented on Fig. 1 as functions of the "reduced" quadrupole 
moment Q = Q xA" 5' 3, A being the number of nucléons. For 1 2C the 
ratio of major to minor axis for the equivalent ellipsoid ranges 
from 2/3 on the oblate side to 3/2 on the prolate side. The 
adiabatic mass M(Q) is displayed on Fig. 2. Its most striking 
feature is the existence of a well pronounced maximum at Q - -20 fm2 

($2= - 0.24, 8»= 0.01). 

Quantizing the collective energy [1,2] with 
the Pauli prescription [ 15], we have solved the corresponding 
Schrodinger equation. The collective wave function is peaked near 
Q = - 20 fm2 where the mass is maximum. Let us emphasize that this 
collective deformation is of dynamical origin since our energy 
curve, see Fig. 1, is very flat with a shallow minimum at sphericity. 
The question of knowing whether ' !C is spherical or deformed is 
still a matter of controversy [16-19]. Our results support a priori 
the existence of an oblate intrinsic shape. However a detailed 
comparison with experimental data, including elastic and inelastic 
electron and 1 GeV-proton scattering data [20-21], is obviously 
needed before any definite conclusion can be drawn. 

The energy of the first excited state 
(8-vibration) obtained from our collective Schrëdinger equation is 
approximately 7 HeV. For this state however the deformations involved 
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do certainly exceed the region considered in the present calculation. 
In particular the contributions of 4 particle-4 hole configurations 
would decrease the curvature of the potential energy at large |Q], 
thus possibly lowering the energy of this state. 

Masses obtained in the Inglis cranking (I) and 
scaling (II) approximations (eg. (14)) are also plotted on Fig. 2. 
Notice that approximation (I) is easily obtained, starting from 
p - p , as the first iteration of eq. (9). For '2C,approximation 
(I) follows the ATDKF curve withing n few per cent. For "0 and 
'"Ca the disagreement reaches 10 to IS per cent. For the Skyrme 

force one can show that the magnitude of the term Wj correcting the 
cranking formula is proportional to 1-(m*/m). Therefore Skyrme 
interactions giving a smaller effective mass m*, e.g. SIV [9], 
would lead to a larger discrepancy between cranking and ATDHF 
masses. Approximation (II) completely fails in reproducing the 
structure of M(Q) in : 2C. In fact, from eq. (14), this approximation 
is bound to give a smoothly decreasing variation of the nass M(g) 
around sphericity. 

As expected the closed shell nuclei ' 60 and 
""Ca are found to be much stiffer against deformation, see Fig, 1. 
Their adiabatic masses are almost constant around Q = 0. In contrast 
to the case of I 2C, the first excited state energies are found in 
the region of the giant isoscalar guadrupole resonances : 19 MeV 
for "o and 16 MeV for '•"Ca. Notice in this respect that, in the 
harmonic oscillator approximation, 0-hu 
guadrupole excitations are allowed in l 2C while only 2-fiin excita
tions are possible in "o and " °Ca. Both the parabolic shape of the 
potential energy and the small variation of the mass in l c0 and 
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« o 
Ca are indications for the validity of the RPA which is .the small 

amplitude limit of ATDHF [1,2). In fact RFA calculations by Liu 

and Giai perforated with the same force and including the continuum 
[22] give the 2 isoscalar giant resonance at 20.5 MeV in l 6 0 and 

16.6 MeV in ""ca, in agreement with our results. 

Let us finally recall that a complete solution 
of the ATDHF equations, see eqs. (5.6) of Ref. [2] , would require 
the calculation of pi and p , while here p has been assumed to be 
given by eq. (7). This choice will have to be confirmed (or improved) 
by verifying whether the time-even ATDHF equations are (or not) 
accurately fulfilled. 
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12. 

Figure Captions 

Fiq.l Deformation energy curves (in MeV) of 1 60 and l 2C as 
functions of Q x &~5/3 (fni2) 

Fig.2 Ratio of the adiabatic inertial mass of 1 2C to the nucléon 
mass m (in fm~ ) as a function of the mass quadrupo^e 
moment Q (fmz). Labels I and II correspond respectively to 
the cranking formula and to the irrotational value given 
by eg. (14). 
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